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Abstract

The 3-dimensional gas-phase conformations of polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxanes (POSS), R8Si8O12, capped with
styryl and phenylethyl substituents (R) and cationized by sodium were examined. MALDI was used to generate sodiated
styryl–POSS (Na+Sty8T8) and phenylethyl–POSS (Na+PhEt8T8) ions and their collision cross-sections in helium were mea-
sured using ion mobility-based methods. Five distinct conformers with different collision cross-sections were experimentally
observed for Na+Sty8T8 while only one conformer was detected for Na+PhEt8T8. Theoretical modeling of Na+Sty8T8, using
molecular mechanics/dynamics calculations, predicts three low-energy conformations. In each conformer, the Na+ ion binds
to four oxygens on one side of the Si–O cage and the styryl groups extend away from the cage. However, different numbers of
styryl groups “pair” together (forming 2, 3 or 4 pairs), yielding three different conformations. The calculated cross-sections of
these conformers match the largest three cross-sections obtained from the ion mobility experiments (∼2% error). If, however,
one or two of the styryl groups are rotated so that the phenyl groups are “cis” with respect to the Si atom on the cage (i.e.,
the Si–C=C–C dihedral angle changes from 180 to 0◦) two smaller conformers are predicted by theory whose cross-sections
match the smallest two values obtained from the ion mobility experiments (1–2% error). Theoretical modeling of Na+PhEt8T8

yields one low-energy conformation in which the Na+ ion binds to one oxygen on the Si–O cage and is sandwiched between
two phenyl groups. The remaining phenylethyl groups fold toward the Si–O cage, yielding a significantly more compact
structure than Na+Sty8T8 (∼20% smaller cross-section). The calculated cross-section of the predicted Na+PhEt8T8 structure
agrees very well with the experimental cross-section obtained from the ion mobility experiments (∼1% error).
© 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxanes (POSS) are
a class of materials with a wide range of applications
from polymer modifiers to lubricants[1,2]. A sturdy
silicon–oxygen framework of the form (RSiO3/2)n,
where R is an organic substituent or cap, makes up
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the internal structure of these compounds. The most
common POSS structures added to synthetic polymers
are in the form of a hollow cage with stoichiometry
R8Si8O12 (R8T8). The cage is approximately cu-
bic with silicon atoms at the corners, oxygen atoms
bridging each Si atom, and capping agents such as
esters, epoxies, methacrylates, siloxanes, or nitriles
at the eight Si vertices. The resulting compounds can
be incorporated into traditional polymer systems to
give significant improvements in both physical and
thermal properties[3–5].

Recent studies on POSS have focused on synthesiz-
ing select POSS monomers with particular substituent
groups (R) that can be easily grafted into polymeric
materials and yield the desired physical and chemical
improvements. In these studies, it is important to be
able to quickly and accurately characterize the size,
shape, and functionality of the new POSS monomers
(as well as understand how this structure and func-
tionality of POSS affects the polymer structure and
properties). Traditional spectroscopic techniques such
as NMR and X-ray crystallography are usually used
to characterize these systems but they can often yield
only averaged conformational data. We have devel-
oped methods based on mass spectrometry and ion
mobility that can give detailed information about the
conformations of large molecules in the gas phase.

Ion mobility [6,7] is determined by measuring the
time required for a mass-selected ion to drift a given
distance through a buffer gas under the influence of a
weak electric field. This drift time is directly related
to the conformation the ion exhibits. Ions with smaller
collision cross-sections (more compact structures)
arrive at the detector faster than ions with larger colli-
sion cross-sections (less compact structures). In order
to interpret the experimental cross-sections in terms
of actual detailed structures, computational meth-
ods are used to generate theoretical structures and
cross-sections for the POSS molecules to compare
with the experimentally determined cross-sections.
Our initial work on applying ion mobility methods to
examine the structures of various POSS compounds
with different substituents has been published[8].
Good agreement between cross-sections obtained

from ion mobility measurements and those calculated
for X-ray and theoretical structures was observed. In
this paper we report on the application of ion mobility
to the structural analysis of two closely related POSS
monomers with styryl (Sty) and phenylethyl (PhEt)
substituent groups.

These two substituents differ only by the types of
carbons connected to the Si–O cage: –CH2–CH2–
vs. –CH=CH–. Sodiated styryl–POSS (Na+Sty8T8)
and phenylethyl–POSS (Na+PhEt8T8) ions were gen-
erated by MALDI and their collision cross-sections
measured using ion mobility methods and theoret-
ical modeling. An X-ray crystallography structure
was available for Sty8T8 and its calculated collision
cross-section was also compared to the cross-sections
obtained from the ion mobility measurements and
theoretical modeling.

2. Experiment

Experiments were performed using a home-built
MALDI-TOF instrument shown inFig. 1. 2,5-Di-
hydroxybenzoic acid (DHB) dissolved in methanol to
a concentration of 100 mg/mL was used as the matrix.
The styryl–POSS (Sty8T8) and phenylethyl–POSS
(PhEt8T8) compounds were also dissolved in methanol
to a concentration of 1 mg/mL each. A saturated so-
lution of NaI dissolved in methanol was used as the
cationizing agent. Approximately 8�L of the NaI
solution was mixed with 50�L of the DHB solution
and 50�L of one of the POSS solutions and applied
to a 2.8 cm section of a stainless steel cylindrical rod
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the overall instrument used in this study. (a) Sample probe; (b) sample inside the MALDI source; (c) detector used
when the TOF is operated in reflectron mode; (d) reflectron; (e) deceleration lenses; (f) drift cell; (g) quadrupole; (h) detector used for the
ion mobility experiments.

(1.27 cm in diameter) and dried. The sample is inserted
into the MALDI source and a stepper motor rotates
and translates the stainless steel rod, exposing fresh ar-
eas of sample to the laser. A nitrogen laser (Lasertech-
nik Berlin MSG 400,λ = 337 nm) is used to desorb
and ionize the sample. The laser is usually operated
at 30 Hz and has a pulse width of≤10 ns and a maxi-
mum average power of 12 mW. The ions are desorbed
into a two-section (Wiley-McLaren) ion source and
accelerated down a 1 m long flight tube with a pulsed
9 kV acceleration voltage. The MALDI-TOF is op-
erated in reflectron mode to obtain high-resolution
mass spectra of the ions formed in the source.

For the ion mobility experiments, the reflectron is
turned off and a linear mass gate is turned on, allow-
ing the ions to travel through to the drift cell. In order
to prevent collision-induced dissociation, the ions
are decelerated to∼300 eV before they are focused
into the 0.5 mm entrance orifice of the drift cell. The
20-cm long cylindrical glass drift cell is filled with
∼1.5 Torr of helium gas. Twenty drift guard rings are
spaced evenly throughout the cell to provide a uniform
electric field across the cell. The cell temperature is
most often kept at 300 K for initial experiments but

can be varied from 90 to≥500 K depending on ex-
perimental needs. After exiting the drift cell through
another 0.5 mm orifice, the ions are gently accelerated
through a quadrupole mass filter and detected with an
electron multiplier. The quadrupole is set to a specific
mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) to eliminate any ions that
might arise from fragmentation in the drift cell and
interfere with mobility measurements. The pulsed
source extraction voltage triggers a timing sequence
so that the ions are detected as a function of time,
yielding an arrival time distribution (ATD). This ATD
is collected on a multi-channel scalar with a 5-�s
time resolution. The mobility,Ko, of the ions is accu-
rately determined from a series of ATDs measured at
different voltages across the drift cell (7.5–16 V/cm).
Using kinetic theory, the ion’s collision cross-section
can also be determined.

2.1. Data analysis

The reduced mobility of the mass-selected ions can
be obtained from the ATD usingEq. (1) [9]:
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where l is the length of the cell,T the temperature
in K, p the pressure of the He gas (in Torr),V the
strength of the electric field,tA the ions’ arrival time
taken from the center of the ATD peak, andto is the
amount of time the ion spends outside the drift cell
before reaching the detector. A series of arrival times
(tA) are measured by changing the voltage (V) applied
to the drift cell. A plot oftA vs. p/V yields a straight
line with a slope inversely proportional toKo and an
intercept ofto. OnceKo is known, the ion’s collision
cross-section can be obtained usingEq. (2):

Ω(1,1) = 3e

16No
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2π
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)1/2 1
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(2)

wheree is the charge of the ion,No the number density
of He at STP,T the temperature,kb the Boltzmann’s
constant, andµ is the ion–He reduced mass[9].

2.2. Theoretical modeling

Conformational details about the POSS ions are ob-
tained by comparing the experimental cross-sections
determined from the ATDs to the cross-sections
of theoretical structures. For large molecules like
these POSS systems, molecular mechanics/dynamics
methods are needed to generate the trial structures.
We have had success in using the AMBER set of
molecular mechanics/dynamics programs[10] to pro-
vide reliable structures of many synthetic polymers
[11–15]. In these cases, the theoretical cross-sections
agreed well with the ion mobility data. Unfortu-
nately, the AMBER force field is not parameterized
for Si-containing compounds such as POSS. There-
fore, published ab initio calculations by Sun and
Rigby [16], designed to provide siloxane parameters
for a CFF-type force field, were used to develop
the necessary Si parameters needed in the AMBER
database. These parameters were tested for a num-
ber of POSS compounds with different Si–O cage
sizes and R substituents[8]. The cross-sections of the
AMBER-generated structures agreed very well with
cross-sections obtained for known X-ray structures
and from the ion mobility measurements.

Using the appropriate AMBER parameters, trial
structures were calculated for Na+Sty8T8 and
Na+PhEt8T8. An annealing/energy minimization cy-
cle was used to generate 100 low-energy structures
for Na+Sty8T8 and Na+PhEt8T8. In this cycle, an
initial minimization of the structure is followed by
30 ps of molecular dynamics at 800 K and 10 ps of
molecular dynamics in which the temperature is in-
crementally dropped to 0 K. The resulting structure
is then energy minimized again and used as the ini-
tial structure for another minimization/dynamics run.
After 100 low-energy structures are obtained, their
cross-sections must be calculated for comparison with
experimental cross-sections. A temperature-dependent
projection model[17,18], with appropriate atomic col-
lision radii calculated from the ion–He interaction po-
tential, is used to calculate the angle-averaged collision
cross-section of each theoretical structure. From this
data, a scatter plot of cross-section vs. energy for the
100 minimized structures is collected and used to help
identify the ions observed in the experimental ATDs.

3. Results/discussion

MALDI-TOF mass spectra of Sty8T8 and PhEt8T8

doped with NaI are shown inFig. 2. No fragmentation
occurs for either POSS compound (the peaks below
m/z 400 are due to the matrix and salt). Only sodiated
POSS ions, Na+Sty8T8 (m/z 1263) and Na+PhEt8T8

(m/z 1279), are observed in the mass spectra regard-
less of whether NaI is added to the sample. For the
ion mobility experiments, Na+Sty8T8 or Na+PhEt8T8

ions are gently injected into the drift cell and their
ATDs collected.Fig. 3 shows typical ATDs obtained
for Na+Sty8T8 (Fig. 3a) and Na+PhEt8T8 (Fig. 3b) at
a drift cell temperature of 300 K.

3.1. Na+Sty8T8

Five resolvable peaks appear in the Na+Sty8T8

ATD, indicating five distinct conformers are present
which have different mobilities (and hence drift
times). The shape of the ATD did not change with
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Fig. 2. MALDI-TOF mass spectra of (a) Sty8T8 and (b) PhEt8T8 cationized by sodium. The cluster of peaks belowm/z 400 is due to the
salt and matrix.

injection energy (300–500 eV). Thus, the relative in-
tensities of the five ATD peaks should be accurate
representations of the relative abundance of each
conformer produced in the MALDI source. Collision

cross-sections of each conformer can be extracted
from the ATDs usingEqs. (1) and (2)(see ref.[8] for
typical tA vs. p/V plots). These values are given in
Table 1.
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Fig. 3. ATDs of (a) Na+Sty8T8 and (b) Na+PhEt8T8 obtained at a drift cell temperature of 300 K. Multiple peaks in ATDs indicate the
presence of multiple conformations with different collision cross-sections (and hence different arrival times).

Also shown inTable 1is the calculated cross-section
of neutral Sty8T8 whose structure was determined by
X-ray crystallography[19]. In this structure, shown
in Fig. 4, four styryl groups extend away from the
Si–O cage and are∼10 Å away from their nearest
styryl neighbors. The other four styryl groups also
extend away from the Si–O cage but interact with a
nearest neighbor (i.e., are∼5 Å away from each other),

forming two distinct “pairs.” These pairs are shown in
blue inFig. 4. The cross-section of this X-ray structure
(341 Å2) matches the largest of the five experimental
cross-sections obtained from the ATD (340 Å2).

Candidate structures of the Na+Sty8T8 ions were
generated using the theoretical methods described in
the previous section. A simulated annealing/energy
minimization cycle was used to produce 100 low-
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Table 1
Collision cross-sections (Å2) for Na+Sty8T8 and Na+PhEt8T8

Name X-ray Experiment Theory

Sty8T8 341 340 338a

330 328b

324 320c

310 307d

293 295e

PhEt8T8 266 267

a Calculated average cross-section for “2-pair” family.
b Calculated average cross-section for “3-pair” family.
c Calculated average cross-section for “4-pair” family.
d Calculated average cross-section for one “cis” styryl group

and 3 “pairs.”
e Calculated average cross-section for two “cis” styryl groups

and 2 “pairs.”

energy structures for Na+Sty8T8 (and Na+PhEt8T8)
and the angle averaged collision cross-section of each
structure was calculated with a previously developed
projection model. A “scatter plot” of cross-section
vs. energy is then used to help identify the ions ob-
served in the ATDs. The scatter plots obtained for
Na+Sty8T8 and Na+PhEt8T8 are shown inFig. 5.
For Na+Sty8T8 (Fig 5a), all 100 calculated structures
fall within 6–7 kcal/mol of each other but three dis-

Fig. 4. X-ray structure of Sty8T8 (see ref.[19]). Silicon atoms are
white (gold in online version), oxygens are black (red in online
version), and carbons are gray (hydrogens are omitted). Styryl
groups that are “paired” (within 5 Å of each other) are shown in
dark gray (blue in online version).

Fig. 5. Scatter plots of cross-section vs. energy for (a) Na+Sty8T8

and (b) Na+PhEt8T8. Each point represents one theoretical struc-
ture. For Na+Sty8T8, three different low-energy conformers are
predicted that have 2, 3, or 4 styryl “pairs” (see text andFig. 6).
For Na+PhEt8T8, one low-energy conformation is predicted (see
Fig. 8).

tinct families of conformers are predicted (labeled “4,”
“3,” and “2” in the figure) that differ in the number
of “pairs” of styryl groups. Examples of each family
are shown inFig. 6. In each family, the eight styryl
groups extend away from the Si–O cage and the Na+

ion coordinates to 4 oxygens on one side of the cage.
The difference between the three families depends on
the interactions between the styryl groups. The low-
est energy structures, with the smallest cross-sections,
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Fig. 6. Examples of the three low-energy conformers predicted for Na+Sty8T8. Silicon atoms are white, oxygens are black, and carbons are
gray (hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clarity). Styryl groups that are “paired” are shown in dark gray. (SeeFig. 4 for online color key.)

have 4 “pairs” of styryl groups. That is, all eight styryl
groups interact with a nearest neighbor and are∼5 Å
away from it (compared to∼10 Å for styryl groups
that are not paired). A given “pair,” however, does not
interact with any of the other three “pairs.” The second
family of conformers, which are∼3 kcal/mol higher
in energy and have∼8 Å2 larger cross-sections, have
3 “pairs” of styryl groups (shown in blue inFig. 5).

As with the lowest-energy family, a given “pair” does
not interact with the other 2 “pairs.” The third fam-
ily of conformers, which are 5–6 kcal/mol higher in
energy and have∼18 Å2 larger cross-sections than
the lowest-energy structures, have 2 “pairs” of styryl
groups. For the “2-pair” and “3-pair” families, the rel-
ative positions of the paired styryl groups appear to
be random with no noticeable energetic preferences.
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The average cross-section calculated for each fam-
ily of conformers is listed inTable 1. The cross-section
for the “2-pair” family agrees very well with the val-
ues obtained for the X-ray structure and the largest
of the five experimental cross-sections (determined
from the longest time peak in the ATD). The second
longest-time peak in the Na+Sty8T8 ATD (with the
second largest cross-section) can be assigned to the
“3-pair” family and the middle peak in the ATD can
be assigned to the “2-pair” family. This leaves two
small peaks in the ATD (at shortest times) that are
unaccounted for in the scatter plot shown inFig. 5a.
If, however, one or more of the styryl groups is mod-
ified then the smallest two peaks in the ATD can be
accounted for by theory.

In the X-ray structure and the calculated structures
shown inFig. 6, the eight styryl groups are identical
to each other in that the phenyl groups are “trans”
with respect to the Si atom on the cage, resulting in
a Si–C=C–C dihedral angle of 180◦. Fig. 7, however,
shows the lowest energy structures calculated for
Na+Sty8T8 in which one (Fig. 7a) and two (Fig. 7b)
styryl groups are modified by rotating the phenyl
groups around the C=C double bond so that they are
“cis” with respect to the Si atom on the cage, resulting
in a Si–C=C–C dihedral angle of 0◦ (shown in green
in Fig. 7). The “cis” styryl group(s) folds toward the
Si–O cage, rather than extending away from it like
the others, and interacts with the Na+ ion. If one
styryl group is changed to “cis” and the remaining
styryl groups form 3 “pairs” (Fig. 7a), the resulting
cross-section of the structure (307± 3 Å2) matches
the experimental cross-section determined from the
second shortest-time peak in the ATD (310± 3 Å2)
as shown inTable 1. If two styryl groups are changed
to “cis” (either nearest neighbors as shown inFig. 7b
or on opposite corners of the Si–O cage) and the
other styryl groups form 2 “pairs,” the resulting
cross-section (295± 3 Å2) matches the experimental
value determined for the shortest-time peak in the
ATD (293± 3 Å2). If the two “cis” styryl groups are
placed on opposite sides of the Si–O cage, the remain-
ing styryl groups cannot form multiple “pairs” and the
resulting cross-section of the structure is 304± 3 Å2.

Fig. 7. Lowest energy structures calculated for Na+Sty8T8 in
which (a) one and (b) two styryl groups have been rotated so
that the phenyl groups are “cis” with respect to the Si–O cage
(Si–C=C–C dihedral angle is 0◦ instead of 180◦). Silicon atoms
are white (gold in online version), oxygens are black (red in online
version), carbons are gray, and the Na+ ion is white (orange in
online version) (hydrogens have been omitted). The “cis” styryl
groups are shown in dark gray (green in online version).

Changing a styryl group to “cis” costs∼5 kcal/mol,
regardless of where they are positioned on the
Si–O cage, so these structures are predicted to be
higher in energy than those shown inFig. 6. These
“cis-modifications” most likely occur in the synthesis
of Sty8T8 rather than during the ion mobility experi-
ments since changes in injection energy did not affect
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the ATD. The relative intensities of the ATD peaks
indicate that these “cis” conformers comprise about
11% of the total Sty8T8 sample. Ion mobility has
also been used to identifycis “defects” across vinyl
linkages in oligophenylvinylenes[20], important op-
toelectronic molecules. The ability to determine such
structural impurities is one of the major strengths of
the ion mobility method.

One final comment about Na+Sty8T8 concerns the
relative intensities of the ATD peaks. Theory predicts
that the most compact conformers, with 4 “pairs,” are
the lowest energy structures and the least compact con-
formers, with only 2 “pairs,” are the highest energy
structures. Yet, the Na+Sty8T8 ATD indicates that the
“2-pair” conformers are the most abundant structures
with a gradual drop off in abundance as the structures
become more compact. The two smallest peaks in the
ATD (at shortest arrival times) have been assigned to
structural “impurities” and so it is not surprising that
they are the least intense peaks in the ATD. The rel-
ative intensities of the other three ATD peaks, how-
ever, seem counterintuitive from an energetic view-
point. However, these relative peak intensities are in
semi-quantitative agreement with a statistical pairing
of the styryl groups. The number of ways to form
2 pairs of styryl groups (assuming nearest neighbors
only) is larger than the number of ways to form 3
pairs or 4 pairs. Statistical analysis yields a ratio of the
number of ways to form 2 pairs, 3 pairs, or 4 pairs as
2.3:2:1. The ratio of the ATD peak intensities assigned
to the 2-pair, 3-pair, and 4-pair conformers is 2.6:2.2:1.

The energy differences predicted for the three
Na+Sty8T8 conformers are minor (±2 kcal/mol be-
tween each successive family) and it is possible that
AMBER is not predicting the correct energetic trend
(although most systems studied by our ion mobility/
molecular modeling methods indicate that the low-
est energy structures are usually the most compact).
However, it may also be possible that the Na+Sty8T8

ions pick up enough energy during the MALDI pro-
cess that they can easily isomerize between the three
conformers and so the distribution of each conformer
is governed more by statistics than minor energy vari-
ations. Entropy can play a factor as well and most

certainly favors the “2-pair” family. In any case, the
energetic differences between the three conformers do
not appear to significantly alter the relative abundance
of each conformer.

3.2. Na+PhEt8T8

Unlike Na+Sty8T8, only one peak appears in the
300 K ATDs obtained for Na+PhEt8T8 (seeFig. 3b).
Single, symmetric peaks on ATDs generally indicate
that either one family of conformers is present or
multiple conformers are present that rapidly intercon-
vert in the drift cell. A single peak also appears in
the Na+PhEt8T8 ATD measured at a drift cell tem-
perature of 120 K (which should be a low enough
temperature to slow down most isomerization pro-
cesses and separate multiple conformers[21,22]).
Hence, Na+PhEt8T8 most likely has a single confor-
mation in the gas phase. The experimental collision
cross-section for Na+PhEt8T8, obtained from the
300 K ATDs, is listed inTable 1.

An X-ray structure of PhEt8T8 was not available
but theoretical structures for Na+PhEt8T8 were gen-
erated using the simulated annealing cycle described
previously. The resulting scatter plot of cross-section
vs. energy for the 100 low-energy candidate struc-
tures of Na+PhEt8T8 is shown inFig. 5b. In this case,
the 100 calculated structures have a 30-kcal/mol en-
ergy range instead of the 8-kcal/mol range observed
for Na+Sty8T8. The phenylethyl groups are signifi-
cantly more flexible than their styryl counterparts and
so a greater number of structures and correspond-
ing energies are possible for Na+PhEt8T8. However,
as opposed to Na+Sty8T8 in which three different
low-energy conformers were predicted by theory, only
one family of low-energy conformers is predicted for
Na+PhEt8T8. The lowest 5-kcal/mol structures are
very similar to each other and a representative of these
structures is shown inFig. 8. Unlike the styryl groups,
the phenylethyl groups actually fold toward the Si–O
cage rather than extend away from it. The Na+ ion also
shifts over to one side and binds to just one oxygen
atom on the Si–O cage instead of four as in Na+Sty8T8

but is also sandwiched between two phenyl groups.
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Fig. 8. Example of the lowest energy structures predicted for
Na+PhEt8T8. Silicon atoms are white, oxygens are black, carbons
are gray and the Na+ ion is white (hydrogens are omitted for
clarity). (SeeFig. 7 for online version color key.)

The average cross-section of the lowest 5 kcal/mol
structures (267±3 Å2) was used for comparison to ex-
periment and is listed inTable 1. This theoretical value
agrees very well with the experimental cross-section
obtained from the ATDs. (To account for any thermal
motion Na+PhEt8T8 may undergo during the ion mo-
bility experiments, several low energy structures were
chosen for molecular dynamics simulations at 300 K.
The dynamics were run for 1000 ps and every 1 ps
the resulting structure was saved and its cross-section
calculated. These simulations also yielded an average
cross-section of 267 Å2, the value given inTable 1.)

One interesting point about the phenyleythyl POSS
system is that it is significantly more compact than its
styryl counterpart. The cross-section of Na+PhEt8T8

is up to 30% smaller than that of Na+Sty8T8. This
is a rather large change considering that both systems
have a rigid Si8O12 core and only differ by a single
bond (CH2–CH2 vs. CH=CH). This level of size dif-
ference may have serious implications if these POSS
compounds are polymerized or incorporated into other
polymeric systems.

The reason for the size discrepancy is clearly shown
in Figs. 6 and 8. The styryl groups basically have two

rigid sections while the phenylethyl groups have only
one. For Sty8T8, the styryl groups are attached to the
Si–O cage by a rigid CH=CH group. Not only does
this vinyl group have a limited range of movement it-
self, it also hinders the movement of the phenyl rings.
Hence, the styryl groups have only one option: extend
away from the Si–O cage. The phenylethyl groups,
on the other hand, are attached to the Si–O cage by a
fairly flexible CH2–CH2 group. Thus, the phenylethyl
groups can bend and rotate more freely than their
styryl counterparts and essentially wrap around the
Si–O cage. It is interesting to note that if a styryl group
is attached to the Si–O cage in acis rather thantrans
configuration it will fold toward the Si–O cage, simi-
lar to the phenylethyl groups, yielding a more compact
structure (seeFig. 7).

4. Summary

Ion mobility experiments and molecular modeling
calculations were used to determine the gas-phase
conformations of sodiated POSS compounds capped
with styryl and phenylethyl groups. Five resolv-
able conformations of Na+Sty8T8 were observed in
the ion mobility experiments. Theory predicts three
low-energy families of conformers based on the rel-
ative positions of the styryl groups. In each case, the
Na+ ion is bound to four oxygens on the Si–O cage
and the styryl groups extend away from the cage but
the styryl groups can form two, three, or four distinct
“pairs” (i.e., are within 5 Å of each other), yielding
three different conformations with different collision
cross-sections. The calculated cross-sections of these
three conformers are in excellent agreement with the
largest three experimental values. Two higher energy
but more compact families of conformers are predicted
by theory if one or two of the styryl groups are rotated
so that the phenyl groups are “cis” with respect to the
Si–O cage (i.e., the Si–C=C–C dihedral angle changes
from 180 to 0◦). The calculated cross-sections of these
“cis” conformers agree very well with the smallest
two experimental values and indicate they account for
about 11% of the Sty8T8 sample. Only one conforma-
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tion of Na+PhEt8T8 is observed in the ion mobility
experiments, a result consistent with theory. In this
case, the Na+ ion binds to one oxygen on the Si–O
cage and is sandwiched between two phenyl groups.
Unlike the styryl groups, the more flexible phenylethyl
groups fold toward the Si–O cage, yielding a signif-
icantly more compact structure with a cross-section
up to 30% smaller than that of Na+Sty8T8.
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